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Replace Figure 2.1.1 with the following new figure:

All Travel Lanes One Direction
These sections show only the standard slopes for adjoining travel lanes; they do not prescribe needed lanes,
lane usage or typical section requirements other than lane slope. These slopes are not applicable to
parabolic crowns.
Maximum pavement cross slopes on tangent sections is 0.04.
The change in cross slope between adjacent through lanes shall not exceed 0.04.
Slopes on multi-purpose lanes may be 0.03 to 0.05. Portions of multi-purpose lanes that are reserved for
parking and access isles for the physically disabled shall have cross slopes not exceeding 1:50 (0.02) in all
directions.

*NOTE: For Design Speeds ≤ 65mph. Section acceptable for hydroplaning up to a 5% longitudinal slope.
The remaining sections are applicable for all design speeds.
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COMMENTARY
In 2012, FDOT and University of South Florida developed HP, a hydroplaning assessment tool, to
better predict hydroplaning potential using the roadway parameters such as pavement type,
pavement temperature, lane width, cross slope and longitudinal slope. The program has two
components: (1) a methodology to predict water film thickness (WFT) on the pavement being
analyzed; and (2) a methodology to predict potential hydroplaning speed given the WFT determined.
HP offers different formulas for calculating the WFT and the potential hydroplaning speed. The
default HP options (the Gallaway formula for WFT together with the PAVDRN formula for
hydroplaning speed prediction) produce what has been found to be the most accurate model
combination with respect to Florida’s wet weather crash data.
BACKGROUND
A cost effective design preference for widening roadway sections is to slope all lanes in the same
direction to minimize drainage infrastructure. Currently, designers may implement any of the eight
(8) standard pavement cross slopes shown on Figure 2.1.1 in Section 2.2 of the Plans Preparation
Manual. If the widening design results in a differing pavement cross slope section, then a Design
Variation is required and a hydroplaning analysis should be performed.
IMPLEMENTATION
These requirements are effective immediately on all Design-Bid-Build projects in Design Phase I,
and on all applicable projects still in the Design Phase where implementation will not adversely
impact production schedules.
These requirements are effective immediately on all Non-conventional projects for which the final
RFP has not been released. Non-conventional projects for which the final RFP has been released are
exempt from these requirements unless otherwise directed by the District.
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